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FLYING LESSONS for  
January 20, 2022 

 

FLYING LESSONS uses recent mishap reports to consider what might have contributed to accidents, so you can make 
better decisions if you face similar circumstances.  In almost all cases design characteristics of a specific airplane have 
little direct bearing on the possible causes of aircraft accidents—but knowing how your airplane’s systems respond can 
make the difference in your success as the scenario unfolds. So apply these FLYING LESSONS to the specific airplane 
you fly.  Verify all technical information before applying it to your aircraft or operation, with manufacturers’ data and 
recommendations taking precedence.  You are pilot in command, and are ultimately responsible for the decisions 
you make.      

FLYING LESSONS is an independent product of MASTERY FLIGHT TRAINING, INC. www.mastery-flight-training.com  

Pursue Mastery of Flight™ 

This week’s LESSONS: 
In the first hours after the tragic crash of a Cirrus SR22 at Knoxville, Tennessee December 
16th, online speculation included the possibility of a wake turbulence encounter. ATC recordings 
indicated that the four-seat single was only a minute or so behind an Airbus A320. The NTSB 
preliminary report states (with my bold font emphasis added): 

…the pilot of N162AM [the Cirrus] was conducting practice approaches at the time of the accident event. Air 
traffic control (ATC) advised N162AM to extend their downwind and issued a traffic advisory for an Airbus 
A320 on a 3-mile final. The pilot of N162AM advised ATC that he had the traffic in sight. ATC instructed 
the pilot to follow the Airbus A320 and was cleared for landing. Preliminary radar data showed N162AM 
turning base approximately 1.8 miles behind the Airbus A320. About 1.5 miles on final approach, at 1,000 
ft, the radar target of N162AM was lost.  

First responders were able to talk to the pilot before he died. Again from the NTSB: 
…the pilot had third-degree burns on his body and was alert, conscious, and responsive to verbal commands. 
The pilot stated he was returning from a 45-minute flight, and that he encountered wake turbulence on short 
final. The pilot said that the airplane lost lift, rolled inverted and he activated the ballistic parachute. He said 
that the airplane “hit the ground and burst into a fireball.” He said that his passenger climbed over him and 
assisted him out of the airplane, and bystanders utilized fire extinguishers to extinguish the flames.  

See http://www.mastery-flight-training.com/report_era22la089_104416_1_.pdf  

Wake turbulence characteristics and avoidance techniques are contained both in the FAA’s 
Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM) in Chapter 7 Section 4 and that same agency’s Pilot’s 
Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge (the “PHAK”) in Chapter 14. There’s a good bit of overlap 
in the information, the illustrations and the avoidance recommendations in the two sources, but 
not 100% duplication. I won’t take the space to quite extensively from either source here; I 
suggest reviewing both short sections as your FLYING LESSONS homework this week. 
See: 
https://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/publications/atpubs/aim_html/chap7_section_4.html   
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/handbooks_manuals/aviation/phak/media/16_phak_ch14.pdf  

I will, however, quote perhaps the most important LESSON from this Cirrus crash, spelled 
out in AIM 7-4-6: 

Under certain conditions, airport traffic controllers apply procedures for separating IFR aircraft. If a pilot 
accepts a clearance to visually follow a preceding aircraft, the pilot accepts responsibility for separation 
and wake turbulence avoidance. The controllers will also provide to VFR aircraft, with whom they are in 
communication and which in the tower's opinion may be adversely affected by wake turbulence from a larger 
aircraft, the position, altitude and direction of flight of larger aircraft followed by the phrase “CAUTION - 
WAKE TURBULENCE.” After issuing the caution for wake turbulence, the airport traffic controllers 
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generally do not provide additional information to the following aircraft unless the airport traffic 
controllers know the following aircraft is overtaking the preceding aircraft.  

The AIM concludes this statement in all-caps font—in social media terms, shouting it at us: 
WHETHER OR NOT A WARNING OR INFORMATION HAS BEEN GIVEN, HOWEVER, THE PILOT 
IS EXPECTED TO ADJUST AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS AND FLIGHT PATH AS NECESSARY TO 
PRECLUDE SERIOUS WAKE ENCOUNTERS.  

The usual guidance is to fly above the heavier aircraft’s glide path and touch down beyond 
its touchdown point. Taking off, lift off before the heavier aircraft’s liftoff point. The oft-stated idea 
is that wake vortices begin when the airplane begins developing lift—frequently said to be the 
liftoff point—and stop when the airplane stops generating lift, when the heavier aircraft touches 
down. 

But a wing creates lift before it generates sufficient lift for takeoff, and unless the heavier 
airplane makes a full-stall landing (not terribly common in heavy transport category airplanes) the 
wing will still be creating lift after the wheels hit the pavement. So the 
“before” should really be much shorter into the larger aircraft’s 
takeoff roll, and longer into its rollout.  

This recent video of a massive AN-225 landing in fog vividly illustrates the nature of wingtip 
vortices. Watch it all to see how the vortices linger and drift, and for how long. 

See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0HIddtgGzDE  

As the PHAK and AIM point out, some types of aircraft create much stronger and more 
persistent wake vortices than others. The “heavies” and the special case of the Boeing 757 
require even greater separation. When you report the traffic in sight, and/or when you are in 
visual conditions and ATC delivers the phrase Caution: Wake Turbulence, it becomes your sole 
responsibility to “see” and maneuver to avoid the usually invisible twin tornadoes spilling off the 
wings of the other aircraft. 

The FAA publications also describe the very different and unusually strong wake 
turbulence created by helicopters, especially close to the ground hovering or in hover-taxi. 

My experience adds these additional considerations:  

• Instructing in a Cessna 172, my student and I took off about a minute and a half behind a 
Beechjet (a small corporate jet) only to have a rapid roll excursion almost immediately 
after lifting off. Presumably the light crosswind was blowing the upwind vortex over the 
runway. I learned to delay longer behind any aircraft much larger than the one I am 
flying, not just behind airliners. 

• Numerous friends of mine regularly conduct amateur recreational formation flying. One 
such pilot flew a Beech Travel Air, the precursor to the Baron using the same fuselage 
and wing but smaller, 180 horsepower engines encased in large, bulbous nacelles. The 
pilot called me to report the larger Bonanzas and even a Baron provided multiple reports 
of strong vortex encounters and almost disastrous rolls when “on the wing” of a Travel 
Air, especially when landing. Subsequently I asked around and found others flying 
formation in and with Travel Airs reported similar occurrences, but not behind the almost 
identical, higher-horsepower and heavier Barons. When I suggested that there is 
something that makes the Beech Travel Air the Boeing 757 of the piston world, that 
is, it seems to create far more wake turbulence than its size and weight imply, and that 
the Travel Air should never be formation lead but should always be the final airplane in 
the formation, that pilot freely admitted as regional flight organizer his ego would not 
allow him to fly anywhere but lead. To the best of my knowledge this did not cause any 
crashes before that pilot stopped flying the Travel Air, but I noticed he sold the airplane 
shortly afterward and bought a Baron. 

A last point, not addressed in most literature: a commonly stated goal of upset recovery 
training is to teach appropriate response to a wake turbulence encounter. Although wake 
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turbulence accidents have happened at altitude the greatest risk is in the pattern and close to the 
ground, at a height from which even the most expert aerobatic pilot is unlikely to recover before 
hitting the ground. 
See https://www.cnbc.com/2017/03/22/private-jet-flipped-over-in-wake-turbulence-from-airbus-a380.html  

Take a few minutes to read up on wake turbulence and vortex avoidance techniques. 
Comments? Suggestions? Questions? Let us know at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  

See https://pilotworkshop.com 

 

Debrief: Readers write about recent FLYING LESSONS: 

Reader Tim Turner writes about last week’s LESSONS about hard landings: 
I love this article. An example where nobody got hurt is not as exciting to read about, but it's these little 
things that add up to the big things. I'd like to add another scenario that can cause a bounce: I transitioned 
from a Cherokee 180 (max gross 2400 lbs) to a Seneca III (max gross 4750 lbs). OK, my instructor told me 
not to slip, just go around if you're high, but I slip the Cherokee all the time. Anyway, I slipped the Seneca, 
straightened up just like in the Cherokee, and everything looked good - airspeed, flare height - and I hit hard 
and bounced. Thankfully my primary instructor drilled into me to just go around if I bounce, so I went 
around. The pilot in the right seat pointed out that while the airspeed and flare height might've looked good, it 
might take a wee bit more time and altitude to arrest that sink rate from the slip in an airplane that weighs 
twice as much. Duh. 

I always prefer to find LESSONS in success, Tim. Unfortunately we have better documentations 
on what went wrong than we do what went right. When we di hear about “saves” and outstanding 
airmanship, very often it’s the decisions the pilot made that caused him or her to exhibit that 
airmanship in the first place. But yes, if any reader have good examples of flying expertise, 
please send them in. And thanks, Tim. 
See http://www.mastery-flight-training.com/20220113-flying-lessons.pdf  

Frequent Debriefer and emergency maneuvers instructor Ed Wischmeyer adds: 
One phenomenon that is apparently not taught is the hazard of a shallow approach. Because runway under-
runs often slope up to the runway pavement, it is easy for the pilot to mis-judge glide path from the slope of 
the under-run and get misleading height cues from the under-run because it’s closer, more prominent, and the 
runway might be hard to see. This is much the same phenomenon as misjudging glide path to a sloped 
runway at night. A second hazard is that at low altitudes, the ground appears to be going by faster and this 
can trick the pilot into flying too slowly. 

Maybe it’s not directly related to hard landings, but some years ago, a British researcher trained a number of 
individuals to drive automotive simulators at exactly 50 MPH without speedometers. When he changed the 
lighting to dim or to foggy, everybody sped up. Again, I don’t think this is taught but could explain why a 
number of jets make a normal landing, plenty of runway left, and then slide off the end when they’re already 
way slowed down. And I don’t know if this speed illusion could be a factor in hard landings. 

A last hazard worth discussing is runway excursions (off to the side). In one data set of single engine piston 
aircraft runway excursions, over 40% of the runway excursions were preceded by poor longitudinal 
control (pitch, power, speed, vertical speed). The working hypothesis is that the pilot was so consumed 
with getting longitudinal errors under control that lateral control was neglected. That’s another reason to go 
around! 
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It’s axiomatic that a good landing is the result of a good approach, and in most cases a bad 
approach results in a bad landing. Thanks, Ed. I look forward to flying your E3 (Expanded 
Envelope Exercises) syllabus with you some day. 
See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=seRtRo_0orA  

Reader Tom Black continues: 
I have found that the Angle-of-Attack system I installed on my airplane has made my 
landings very consistent.  I use AoA now as my primary reference for “on speed” and just check the airspeed 
indicator to ensure the resulting speed makes sense. My checklist rolling out on final is now, “three green, 
flaps, prop, alpha” and on final I just maintain a constant check of “lineup, glideslope, alpha.” 

The system, by having me fly at the proper on-speed condition on a stabilized lineup and glideslope has 
also made me realize just how good of a short-field landing airplane my A36 Bonanza is.  I can consistently 
make a turnoff 1500 feet from the threshold, and usually can make one (landing from the other direction) 
1100 feet from the threshold, all with moderate braking. 

Most of my flying is in an A36 Bonanza with a well-calibrated angle of attack indicator. I still find it 
is not as accurate as airspeed; there is a range of indicated airspeeds for each displayed pattern 
on the AoA device, and instead of showing a continual trend it shows one indication, steps to the 
next, then the next. That said, I find the AoA is a great confidence builder to show that what I 
think if the correct airspeed on final in fact crosschecks to an AoA that is consistent with the 
proper landing speed. The most significant result of flying with AoA I see in myself as well as 
the students with which I fly is that AoA gives the confidence to fly the airplane at the 
airspeeds it was designed to fly for landing…which are generally five knots or more slower 
than more pilots think they should fly. The result is, as you said, a marked decrease in landing 
distance.  

Whether you realize that performance from AoA backed up with airspeed, or with airspeed 
backed up with AoA, the combination of the two makes it easier to more consistently get the 
airplane’s “book” performance. Thank you, Tom. 

Reader Dean Johnson is a plot, flight instructor and Air Traffic Controller. He’s taken on the 
personal mission of helping controllers learn how best to help pilots in aircraft in distress. Here 
Dean applies his unique perspective to the partial power loss and eventual total engine failure in 
low instrument conditions that generated LESSONS for the last few weeks: 

From the perspective of a pilot and controller who is actively working on how best to prepare controllers to 
assist with inflight emergencies (though note that these are my personal opinions and not official FAA 
positions), I have four main thoughts based on your questions about what happened to Bonanza N80YD:  

First, attempting the ILS27 using the normal glideslope angle was a very high-risk strategy. Glideslopes/ 
glidepaths are almost universally set at 3 degrees, but virtually all single-engine aircraft have a best 
glide angle of about 7 degrees, and even that assumes clean configuration, use of the best glide speed for the 
actual weight of the aircraft, and no headwind to glide into while on final. If the engine had kept running the 
3-degree final might have worked, but neither party seems to have considered that the last few miles of 
the approach was over an urban area with almost no good forced landing spots if the engine failed 
completely. In any case, the actual gliding angle for this plane would likely have been more on the order of 9 
to 10 degrees once the engine failed completely since the oil pressure loss meant that the prop would be in a 
low pitch position adding significant drag no matter where the pilot put the prop RPM lever.  

RNAV approaches in deadstick situations likewise require crossing the FAF at two to three times the 
normal AGL height in order to have any chance during a total engine failure. Since the pilot will need to ad-
lib the glideslope anyway, a case can be made to just aim for a point about a mile from the runway 
threshold and ad-lib the lateral guidance as well taking advantage of the modern avionics to shorten the 
distance needing to be flown, though I won't make that case here. 

Second, while both controllers were great at sounding calm and in responding to the pilot's requests, the 
second controller did two things that I did not like. First, that controller promised that cars on the road would 
move out of the way, but we controllers have no basis for saying that. Second, and much more seriously, after 
the pilot said that he was "stalling out", the controller told the pilot to "try turning right", presumably to aim 
for the road known as Capital Circle. This is exceptionally dangerous, and any pilot near stall who 
obediently turns at the controller's command is likely increasing the odds of a fatal stall/spin. Either the 
controller should shut up completely at that point and let the pilot concentrate, or should just remind the pilot 
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about Bob Hoover's famous advice to keep the airplane under control all the way through the end of the 
landing.  

I personally sit on the fence about which of these two options is better, but if I was the controller I would 
probably opt in the moment to give the famous Bob Hoover reminder. The Airplane Flying Handbook has 
some relevant advice here about the relationship between pilots and controllers during emergencies, though 
to my mind it is slightly misplaced because it's in the section on inadvertent IMC flight rather than more 
generically applied to all emergencies as I think it should be. Slightly paraphrased, it says (page 18-21 of the 
new 8083-3C version of the AFH) that "[during emergencies], the pilot may detect a sense of urgency 
[when being helped by controllers]. This sense of urgency reflects a normal concern for safety on the part 
of the controller. Nevertheless, the pilot should not let this prompting lead to rushing into a maneuver that 
could result in loss of control." I fully endorse this advice, wish that controllers would avoid saying things 
impulsively, and fully support any pilot who ignores a controller saying something like this or who tells us to 
slow down or shut up. 

Third, one alternative to explore is where the pilot might have deliberately aimed other than KTLH. After 
years of extensive private research to help train fellow controllers about how to best respond to inflight 
emergencies, I have no personal doubt that the statistically "least bad" forced landing option that is not a 
paved runway is -- and I want to be very precise with my verbiage here -- a rural divided-highway, 
preferably limited-access, and preferably near a field or otherwise clear spot a pilot can sidestep to at 
the last moment. I don't have the space here to present all of my reasoning about this conclusion, but let's 
focus on the "divided highway" part. Among the risk factors I consider, I argue that potential forced landing 
spots are generally better than others if they (1) mean landing near visible witnesses who might be able to 
provide good Samaritan services or at least call 9-1-1, (2) are visually distinctive enough that the pilot can 
find them in a timely fashion so as to set up some kind of appropriate approach, (3) are devoid of objects that 
the airplane might hit before touchdown such as powerlines, trees, and buildings, (4) are hard surface to 
prevent flipping after landing, (5) are long enough for the roundout, flare, and rollout, (6) are wide enough to 
accommodate typical single-engine wingspans, (7) minimize risk to people on the ground [when landing on a 
divided highway with the traffic, all the traffic is going in the same direction and at a similar speed to the 
landing aircraft], and (8) present relatively easy access to any rescuers. There are several other factors I 
consider as well, but these are the key ones. "Divided highways" are, in my opinion, easily "less bad" than 
other options at meeting all of these tests, especially in rural areas. The more urban the stretch of divided 
highway, the more crowded it is with cars and with objects like wires. In the case of this flight, controllers 
should have had Interstate 10 on their maps at the approach control (be aware that ARTCCs lack such maps), 
and depending on the avionics on the airplane, many airplane GPS moving maps can show divided highways.  

From where the oil pressure was lost, it would have been straightforward to use the GPS, ATC help, and 
sighting through the fog from above, to find I-10 northeast of Tallahassee and attempt to land there in the 
eastbound lanes with the locally calm wind. In the last couple hundred feet after breaking out from the fog in 
this case, the pilot could have sidestepped to either the median or the fields beside the interstate if there was 
the bad luck of a clump of traffic or a construction zone. In that case, at worst it would have been a landing 
that would be seen by others.  This option might not be for every situation, and there's no guarantee that it is 
always going to work without incident, but it's the option I personally would have strongly considered if it 
was my butt in the airplane. In some cases, a stretch of rural divided highway might even be better than a 
paved runway, because these stretches are far longer than runways. Short runways are almost impossible to 
target accurately when deadstick IMC, and by short I loosely mean something on the order of 20 times the 
airplanes cruise airspeed (i.e. about 3400 feet for a plane cruising at 170 knots true). 

Fourth and finally, I think that many of us could agree that if the weather had been beautiful CAVU VFR, 
the pilot likely might have attempted to go straight to KTLH and then maneuver visually for landing. Would 
something like this have worked on this day with low-level fog, and if so how and with what risks? Per my 
back-of-the-envelope calculations, I deduce a couple of things about this flight that I will use for discussion 
purposes. First, based on the FlightAware track log and ignoring the extra descent used to reach the normal 
FAF crossing altitude, it appears to me that for the approximate 12 minutes between first indication of a 
problem and the total loss of power, the airplane was descending at roughly 250 feet per minute at something 
close to the best glide speed of 105 knots indicated. Second, I deduce from the way groundspeed changed 
with turns that the winds aloft were about 20 knots out of the west when the problem first occurred, and about 
10 knots out of the west down lower near the end of the flight. Using these assumptions and measuring the 
distances involved, for discussion purposes I believe that the pilot could have arrived just north of the KTLH 
airport at about 3100 feet MSL, or about 3000 AGL. So for discussion purposes assuming 3000 AGL at a 
point with an easy 45-degree entry to a right downwind to runway 9, I assume that if it was VFR this would 
have resulted in a perfectly safe touchdown with anything approaching normal airmanship skills.  
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But how to come down from the same point with the field IFR? In this particular case, there would have been 
some luck because with "just" low-level fog, the pilot might have been able to see through the fog from 
above and would only have been IMC for a brief time on final. It would have been scary but doable. But let's 
make it harder for discussion purposes, and assume solid clouds from 200 AGL to something above the 
aircraft. How could the pilot land from that starting spot in this situation? I don't have the length here to 
describe it fully, but I have been working on just such a procedure that pilots and controllers might be able to 
use in the future. It works great if the low-level winds are below about 15 knots, and when the airplane 
arrives downwind abeam the planned touchdown spot at an AGL altitude that is about -- and I again need to 
be very precise with my verbiage here -- roughly 2 to 4 times the expected descent rate with the engine failed. 
In other words, this pilot might have expected to descend with a total engine failure at about 1000 feet per 
minute, and this pilot would have arrived just north of the east-west runway at about 3000 feet AGL, or 3 
times the expected descent rate. In other words, that would imply about 3 minutes gliding time from the 
downwind abeam point. Because one minute is spent in a standard-rate 180-degree turn, that would leave 2 
minutes to be split up equally between the downwind and final legs. In this case, and assuming those 
numbers, that would leave 1 minute on the "downwind" leg, 1 minute during the turn back, and 1 minute on 
final. If instead the pilot was expecting a descent rate on the order of 1500 fpm, that would leave 2 minutes to 
"spend", with 1 minute in the turn and 30 seconds on each of the downwind and final legs. There are some 
nuances to this technique that need to be thought through before actual use in an emergency (for example: 
how far to offset from the runway on the downwind leg, how to adjust for winds aloft, and how to account for 
the slightly increased rate of descent in the turn), but in essence that's how any pilot in any airplane could 
make an emergency approach like this to any runway in an IMC deadstick situation. 

Thanks as always Tom for your comments and those of my fellow readers, and apologies for the length of 
this contribution. 

Thanks for your thoughts, Dean. I’m sure they will prompt even more discussion. 
More to say? Let us learn from you, at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  

 

 
See www.nafinet.org.  

Share safer skies. Forward FLYING LESSONS to a friend 

Please help cover the costs of providing FLYING LESSONS through the secure 
PayPal donations button at www.mastery-flight-training.com.  

Or send a check to Mastery Flight Training, Inc. to 247 Tiffany Street, Rose Hill, Kansas USA 67133. 
Thank you, generous supporters.   
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See http://www.mastery-flight-training.com/this_months_articles.html  
 

Pursue Mastery of Flight. 
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